“Quantum-Art International & Innovation “ - Virtual Enterprise (QuAI-i * V-E )
Creativity and Economic Development entanglement will be the most crucial factor for success to bring innovation into being the future knowledge society.

QuAI-i * V-E
is an Agency for strategic procurements and forecasting of innovation based on a “no-for profit“- Virtual-Enterprise co-organization , for business development consulting in natural, and technological market, oriented to managing the future of a global “knowledge based economy”, driven by the promotion of international “Quantum Art” performances.

“Quantum Art Group Italy “ ( QAGI/Egocreanet) : the trans-disciplinary catalyst for creative transition towards future knowledge society.

QuAI-i *V-E is a dynamic networked virtual and open organisation to support ing the contemporary challenges of pre-competitive “e-business” activities programmed by QAGI /Egocreanet e.g the "Research& Development " international Group for entangling “Art with Science and Technology”.
See: Project URL of QAGI /Egocreanet : https://sites.google.com/site/quantumartgroupitaly/

Chief Procurement officier
Name: Roberto Denti
Tel: +393287590658
Email: Contact : <roder53@gmail.com>,
Organisation: QuAI-i *V-E
Management Group:
Paolo Manzelli- Egocreanet : e mail : egocreanet2011@gmail.com
Massimo Pregnolato – Quantum-Bionet : e mail : <maxp07@gmail.com>,
Fertilization International Group of Scientist and Artists and Innovators .
Daniela Biganzoli: <daniela.biganzoli@gmail.com>,
Li Jin – China, e-mail: li-jin998@163.com
Criss Orfescu ,e-mail : info@crisorfescu.com
Helena Carvalho, Brazil, e-mail: helenacarvalhohelena@gmail.com,
Margarita Cimadevila, Spain, e-mail: mcimadevila@hotmail.com

The QuAI-i “V-E, is a legal networking format to consolidate "Science and Art Entanglement“ as a driving force of procurement and forecasting start-up activities for improving new approaches in business plans.
The QuAI-i *V-E is founded in combination with EGOCREANET and QUANTUM-BIONET*. 

→ Aim: QuAI-i *V-E will become an international cooperation-network co-organizing independent partners to collaborate in art & science sharing, to formulating, implementing and evaluating “cross-functional innovation” by means pre-competitive strategic projects or business start-up, utilizing both models of "open" and/or "disruptive" Innovation;

- QuAI-i *V-E refers to the above activities as strategic "Procurement and Forecasting for enhancing the "Future knowledge economy", by means anticipating insights and foresight scenarios coming from recent studies and ideas of Egocreanet and Quantum Bio-Net;

- To Partners of QuAI-i *V-E will be requested to subscribing the same aim, goal and economic perspective and using the internet modes to communicate;

- Goal: The QuAI-i *V-E will operating nearly as a business development consultant agency of strategic procurement & forecasting for business innovation activities, and to manage a networking construction of international strategic projects, linking a framework of industries to support their innovation business activities at international level. The above will be made according to the potentiality of the incremental development, exploitation and impact of "Quantum-Art" initiatives and performances and other pilot operation aimed to sharing advanced innovation in different business sectors, as for instance those involving "nano- and bio-technologies" all over the world.

- Business pre-competitive strategy:

The QuAI-i *V-E pre-competitive projects and programs for business trans-national entrepreneurs will be co-organised with partners in the following logic steps in the context of the evolving global market trends:

a) to define by means the QuAI-i *V-E management competencies the market and marketing based requirements to achieve strategic international goals to exploiting innovation of Industry through the two strategies of "open-innovation "and/or of "disruptive -innovation" procedures .

b) Supporting by means the Quantum Art /Egocreanet initiatives and performances and demonstration the previous strategies to implementing in the global market the industrial innovation of process or goods.

-Search for Partners:

QuAI-i * V-E search for partners to aggregate an international cluster of artists and scientists and business innovators, to transform the obsolete mechanical “Science&Culture” by creative strategic planning of knowledge based future society

The goals of the fertilization made by Scientist & Artist & Innovation trans-national cluster will be:

1) Enhancing whole-brain creative thinking kills
2) Developing artful “Knowledge Society” leaders and managers
3) Designing strategies for innovation management in “art-science and innovation “

N.B.

Projects & Programs details within a business start up strategy, will be described for any specific case.